Aqara Socket (Air Conditioning Companion)
Overview
Air Conditioning Companion is an additional device to
control air conditioning. At the same time it can work as
ZigBee control center and connect to the multifunction
gateway for Wi-Fi networks. Using Aqara Socket (Air
Conditioning Companion), you can remotely control an air
conditioner through a mobile application and connect to
other Mi Smart Home devices.

Adding the device
1. Connect the device to power, then insert air conditioner
plug in Aqara Socket (Air Conditioning Companion). Make
sure that your smartphone is already connected to a Wi-Fi
network with a frequency of 2.4G.
Automatic switching of air conditioning, when determining
the presence of man in a room.
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Installing the App
To install «Mi Smart Home» application, locate and
download it in APP Store or scan the QR-Code.
This device is already in Mi Smart Home list of devices,
supports MIUI, and can communicate and interact with
others Mi Smart Home devices.

2. The smartphone should be close to Aqara Socket (Air
Conditioning Companion). Open the APP and following the
leadership of APP, select fast connect a new device. You
can also click on the «+» located in the left corner of the
interface, and add to the list Aqara Socket device, following
the instructions of the program.
3. If you are unable to connect your device, please press
and hold the button for 5 seconds Aqara Socket. When the
blue light flashes, repeat the connection.
* For normal operation of the device is necessary to connect
the air conditioner to plug Air Conditioning Companion.

Recommendations for connecting devices

Managing Mi temperature and humidity sensor: on / off air
conditioning, depending on temperature and humidity.

Smart management: automatic air conditioning off when
opening windows / on an air conditioner after closing the
windows.

Warranty
After-sales servicing is carried out according to law of
«consumer rights» and «Law of product quality.»
Warranty service includes:
1. Within 7 days from purchase, in case of problems,
according with «List of faults», Aqara service center
determines the cause of a problem, then you can choose a
free replacement product or a refund.
2. Within 8-15 days after purchase, in case of problems,
according with «List of faults» Aqara service center defines
the problem, then you choose a free replacement product or
repair.
3. Within 12 months after the purchase, in case of problems,
according with «List of faults», Aqara service center
determines the cause of a problem, then you have a free
repair.

List of faults
•
•
•
•
•
•

Presence of toxic and hazardous substances

Cracks due to design or material of the device;
There are problems with the indicator;
The emergence of problems with the button on the
device;
There are problems with infrared radiation;
Have problems connecting to the ZigBee;
The emergence of problems with the Wi-Fi connection.

Conditions, not included in warranty
1. Completion of maintenance, fall, neglect, abuse, water
impact, accident if torn or stained label and marking of device;
2. The warranty period has expired;
3. Damage arising under force majeure circumstances;
4. Breakdown, not included in «List of faults Aqara Socket (Air
Conditioning Companion)»;
5. Breakdown device or its components’ from List of faults,
which have arisen due to a human factor and which prevent
proper operation.

O: toxic and harmful substances in all components of the device are
contained in an amount below the limit value according to SJ / T113632006 «requirements limit of presence of toxic and hazardous substances
in products.»
X: means that presence of toxic and hazardous substances at least one
of the components of the device, in an amount, that exceeds a threshold,
according to SJ / T11363-2006 «requirements limit of presence of toxic
and hazardous substances in products.»

Indicator
Main Parameters
Model: KTBL01LM;
Standard: Q / QLML010-2016;
Specification: MAX 4000W- MAX16A 250V ~;
Operating temperature: -10C - + 60C;
Type of wireless connectivity: Wi-Fi, ZigBee;
CMIIT ID: 2016DP3900;
Released: 08/08/2016;
Edition: 1.0.
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